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A win-win day!

There's no downside to our

Fitting Day Sales EventFitting Day Sales Event

This is the one opportunity to get fit with the right equipment for

YOUR game!

Have fun!

And the more you shop, the more you save.

Including our BIG Bonus Trade-in Value, as well as the chance to win $2500

in raffle prizes.
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If you have any questions, please

Contact us >Contact us >

Know where golf works 
the body

The reason golf is an excellent game for women is that it’s NOT a battle of

the biceps, like many other sports. It’s a game where your glutes and core

are much more fundamental to the game than your arms. Understanding

that not only unlocks power for every golfer, however big or small, it’s also

the key to accuracy and consistency. Are you interested in unlocking a

better golf game? Contact us.

Spin: friend or foe?
 

The impact zone and launchThe impact zone and launch
 

In the last weeks we’ve described how a simple swing fault (the angle of

attack) can lower launch angle and increase spin, robbing you of 20+ yards

of tee shot distance. Miss the sweet spot, and you lose more than ball

speed, you also impact your launch DNA.
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A common error we see is golfers consistently making contact below the

sweet spot. It might still feel solid, but tests run by Golf Magazine revealed a

likely loss of up to 4° of launch angle and an increase of nearly 800rpm. For

the regular golfer that’s a loss of between 10 and 15 yards.

 

Most manufacturers are now working hard to release new drivers that

protect launch and spin, as well as ball speed away from the sweet spot.

That helps make significant improvements to average distance as well as

increasing the distance on your perfect strikes.

 

 

Don’t let spin rob youDon’t let spin rob you
Book an assessment with us and let's find your personal launch DNA: the

perfect match of launch and spin for the ball speed you’re creating.
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Fall in love with golf
 

 

 

 

It’s not just children and young people that want to know that learning golf

is a fun process right from the start. Anyone learning the game wants to

know that.

 

 

 

So introduce fun into someone’s life.So introduce fun into someone’s life.
If you have a spouse or sibling or friend that doesn’t play golf, then

introduce us to them. We can introduce them to the game making sure

they’re enjoying the experience right from the get-go. We’ll make sure

they’re comfortable. We’ll introduce them to people just like them. People

who want to give golf a try. We’ll help them make new friends and

discover the thrill of a sweetly struck golf shot.

 

 



Send your details or contact us with their

details.
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Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Matt Clay and is provided as a

service for the members and guests of Del Mar Golf Center and has been supported

and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For any queries

contact us on 858-509-5130.

Sent on behalf of Del Mar Golf Center by 
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